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Abstract. We discuss the particle structure in the soliton sectors of massive
lattice field theories by means of convergent cluster expansions. In several
models we prove that the soliton field operator with lowest charge couples the
vacuum to a stable one-particle state, in a suitable region of the coupling
parameter space. Both local and stringlike solitons are analyzed. We also show
that the mass of the local soliton equals the surface tension.

1. Introduction

A procedure to construct quantum solitons in lattice field theories has been
proposed in paper I ( = [1]). The basic idea is to apply an Osterwalder-Schrader
(O.S.) reconstruction theorem [2] to mixed order-disorder correlation functions.

We now shortly describe how mixed order-disorder correlation functions are
constructed and how they are related to solitons.

The expectation value of a disorder field, D(ω% is given by

>Ξ l i m ^ ω ) , (1.1)

where ω is an external hyper-gauge field with values in a discrete abelian group S£\
ZΛ is the partition function of the theory in a lattice A C Zd

1/2 and ZΛ(ω) denotes the
partition function of the model coupled to the external field ω.

The prefix hyper-means that ω has a rank1 higher than the ranks of the basic
fields of the theory. For example, in the models discussed here, ω has rank 1 in the
scalar and fermion theories (i.e. it is a true lattice gauge field) and rank 2 in gauge
theories.

Assume that (D(ω)} depends on the curvature, dω, of ω and the support of
(dω)*, the dual of dω, is given by a finite set of points {xj?= 1 with {dω)*{x^) = qb

then <D(ω)> will be denoted by (D(xuqu ...,xn,qn)}.

1 A lattice field of rank k with values in a space Wis a map from /c-dimensional cells of the lattice to
W
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A function of the basic fields of the theory with support on a compact,
connected set of cells Γ (such as the Wilson loop in gauge theories) will be denoted
by Θ{Γ). The correlation functions to which the reconstruction theorem applies are
then given by

(1.2)

for Σ qt = 0, and correlation functions with non-vanishing total charge are defined
i

by a limiting procedure, i.e. by sending a charge to infinity.
n

More precisely for £ qt = q,
i= 1

Sntm(xuqi^ ,xn,qn;Γ1...Γm)= lim cqSn+Um(x1,q1, ...,xn,qn,x,q,Γγ...Γm), (1.3)
χ-> oo

where cq is a normalization constant needed if lim S2(0, —q,x,q) + 0 and then
given by

The construction of the soliton sectors is obtained by means of the following

Theorem 1.1. [I] // the set of correlation functions {Snm} is
i) lattice translation invariant;

ii) O.S. (reflection) positive;
iii) satisfies cluster properties; J f then one can reconstruct from {Sn^m}
a) a separable Hilbert space, Jf7, of physical states;
b) a vector ΩeJίf of unit norm, the vacuum;
c) a selfadjoint transfer matrix T with norm | | T | | ^ 1 and unitary spatial

translation operators Uμ, μ=l...d— 1, such that

TΩ=UμΩ = Ω;

d) Ω is the unique vector in J^ invariant under T and U.
If moreover the limits (1.3) vanish, then J f splits into orthogonal sectors 3Ίfq,

and the sectors 2tfφ g + 0 are (lattice) soliton sectors.

In the reconstruction theorem a set of states, \x1,qί,...,xn,qn,Γ1,..., Γm>
naturally arises, corresponding to monomials of order and disorder fields with xi

and Γp in the positive time lattice. We denote by F+ the corresponding linear span.
On F+ the scalar product is defined by

(x1,qι,...,xn,qn,Γί,...,Γm\yί,q'1,...,ya,q
f

a,Γ;,...,Γί;y
m b

=<D(rxi,-qi,...,rxn,-qn,y1,q'1,...,ya,q'a) Π θΘ(Γj) fl W ) >

= Sn + a,m + b(rx1,-q1,...,ya,q'r,ΘΓ1,...,ΘΓm,Γl,...,Γι;), (1.4)

where r denotes the reflection in the time zero plane and θ denotes the involution of
the O.S. reconstruction theorem. (The symbol < , ) is also sometimes used for
the scalar product in 2tf.)
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Field operators A(xί,qί,...,xn,qn,Γί,...,Γm) with xt and /} contained in the
time strip [0, f], f e Z + , naturally act on T(t)F+ by

A(xl9 qί9 ..., xn9 qn9 Γί9 ..., ΓJT(t) \x'l9 q'l9..., x'ω q'a9 Γ[9..., /J'>

= \xuql9...9xw qw (x\)t, q'l9..., (x'a)t, qt

a;Γί9...9 Γm, {Γ[)v ..., ( Γ ^ > , (1.5)

where ( )f denotes translation by t in the time direction.
In particular A(Γ) is called an order field operator and

(1.6)

is called a soliton field operator of charge q.
To be precise, we define a sector Jtq of J f to be a (lattice) soliton sector if 1) it is

invariant under the action of T, Uμ and of the set of field operators {A(ΓX.. O}m = o \
2) it does not contain any lattice translation invariant vector, 3) the labelling
charge q is a "topological charge," in the jargon of quantum field theory, or a
"defect charge," in the jargon of statistical mechanics (for more details see I).

All the above considerations are made under the assumption that (D(ω)}
depends only on dω. However the whole structure we have discussed can be easily
generalized to the case of a full ω-dependence. In particular Theorem 1.1 holds
provided a suitable definition of order-disorder correlation functions is made (see I
and, here, Sect. 2.2).

A particle analysis of the (lattice) soliton sectors constructed as above can be
obtained using the excitation expansions [3].

The correlation functions {Snm} admit a representation in terms of line defects,
v, carrying a charge with values in the discrete abelian group 2£\

v:δv =
ZΛ(v)

(1.7)

where Z{J1"'Γmi(v) is the statistical weight for the defect configuration v in the lattice
A in the presence of &(Γί)...Θ(Γn), Zψ = ZΛ and dv denotes the boundary of the
charged defects.

Applied to the two-point function of the soliton field operator with minimal
charge, Eq. (1.7) expresses S2(x, — l,y, ί) = {sί(x)Ω,s1(y)Ω} in terms of a sum over
the configurations of a fluctuating line defect joining x to y.

For theories involving continuous fields, this representation in terms of
fluctuating lines can be rigorously analyzed, in the region of coupling constants
for which (massive) soliton sectors exist, by means of a combined low and high
temperature (C.L.H.T.) expansions, similar in spirit (but of course much easier) to
the G.J.S. expansion [4] for φ\ in the broken symmetry phase.

An excitation analysis of the cluster expansion for S2(x, — l,y, 1), typically
allows to prove a decay law

ξ ξ ( ί ; ̂ - ( H ^ η (1.8)

with x = (t,x) and m, μ strictly positive constants.
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Such behaviour shows (see [1, 3]) that the soliton field operator sx(x) couples
the vacuum to a stable massive one-particle state.

In this paper we also prove that the soliton mass m in (1.8), equals the surface
tension τί in the models in which <Z)(ω)> depends on dω.

In a theory with if-valued line defects, the surface tension τq, g e if, is defined
by

1 Z{q}

τq= lim - ^ i n ^ - (1.9)

In (1.9) yd is a finite lattice centered at the origin with sides of length L +1 in the
space directions and T +1 in the direction, ZΛ(q) is the partition function obtained
from ZΛ by modifying the b.c. in such a way as to introduce a line defect of charge q
joining (T,0) to (-7^0).

The equation

Ti=m (1.10)

was conjectured for φ\ in the continuum in [5], where the inequality m^τ1 was
established for φ\.

In the models we consider, we prove (1.10) using the excitation expansion, as
suggested by Frόhlich [6].

The paper is organized as follows:
In Sect. 2 the lattice field theories we analyze are introduced, correlation

functions (1.2) are defined and the main results are stated.
In Sect. 3 we construct the C.L.H.T. expansion and prove clustering for the

models with (D(ω)} depending on dω; via Theorem 1.1 one can then construct the
soliton sectors.

In Sect. 4 we prove the behaviour (1.8) and in Sect. 5 the equality (1.10) for such
models.

In Sect. 6 clustering and particle structure analysis are discussed for the models
with <D(ω)> depending on the full ω.

Basic definitions and notations for lattice field theories are as in I.

2. Lattice Field Theories, Disorder Fields and Solitons

2.1. Models with Local Soliton Sectors

As discussed in I, lattice field theories which possess soliton sectors are:
- in d = 2 scalar or fermion theories with spontaneous symmetry breaking of a
global discrete abelian group 2£\
- in d = 3 gauge theories with matter fields in the superconducting phase, in
which a discrete abelian subgroup, if, of the gauge group remains unbroken.

As examples we consider here
a) φ4 ind = 2,
b) non compact (£/(l)Higgs) model in d = 3,
c) SU(N) gauge theory coupled to a matter (Higgs) field in the adjoint

representation of SU(N) in d = 3 (for examples with fermions see I).
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The action in a finite lattice A, will be denoted by SΛ = S0Λ + S1Λ, all parameters
introduced are real positive.

βπ
*OΛ=-Ϊ- L \Φχ-ψy) >

^ (xx^eΛ

with φxeR
- S1Λis invariant under the (hyper)gauge transformation

φx^exp(iπσx)φx, σχE^ = Z2^{0,l} (2.1)

- SίΛ is invariant under the corresponding global transformation; such symmetry
is spontaneously broken for large βH and λ.

b) - (1/(1) Higgs)3,
βG 2

2 pevl

« M = Φ Σ \φx-eiΛ<*»φy\
2 + λ Σ ( \ φ x \ 2 - l ) 2

•£ ζxy~)eΛ xeΛ

with φx e C, A<xy> e R

- a gauge fixing term such as

rixA=i Σ ml
is added to the action and 0-b.c. on A are imposed on dA.
- SiΛis invariant under the hypergauge transformation

Λ<χy>-*Λ<χy> + 2πσ<χy> > σ<χy> e & = Z (2 2)

- the model is in the superconducting phase for βG, βH, λ large enough; the group
of gauge transformations given by (2.2) with σ<xy> = σx — σy, σx e Z is left unbroken,

c) - (SU(N) Higgs)3

£ peΛ

slΛ=βH Σ U-MΦ^Uπig^ΦyΏ+λ Σ ((Φx,Φx)-\)2,
(xy}eΛ xeΛ

where g<xy} e SU(N)9 χ is a faithful character of SU(N)9 φx e VH, a vector space with
inner product ( 5 ) carrying a faithful representation UH of SU(N)/ZN.
- "Γ'-b.c. are imposed on g
- S l y l is invariant under the hypergauge transformations

g<*y>-*g<*y>«<W, σ < x y > e ^ = Z N ^{0, . . . , iV-l} 5 (2.3)

where £ is the representation of ZN on SU(N)
- the model is in the superconducting phase for βG, βH9 λ large enough, with the
group of gauge transformations given by (2.3) with σ<xy> = σx — σr σxeZN left
unbroken.
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To define the disorder field we introduce a ̂ -valued hypergauge field ω of
compact support and we couple it to the model, so that the action of the coupled
model, S0Λ(ω) + SίΛ, is hypergauge invariant. Explicitly we substitute:

a) φx~ Φv^Φx~ eιπω<-xy^φv, co/ r v \6Z 9 ,

b) (dA)p —• dAp + 2πωp, ωp e Z,

c) X(gdp)-*X(ZdPξ(<»p))> o)peZN. (2.4)

The disorder field is then defined by

D(ω) = e~{S°(ω)~So)= lim e~(s°Λ{ω)-s0Λ) /2 5)

From the invariance of S0Λ(ω) + S1Λ under the hypergauge transformations (2.
1-3) it follows that <D(ω)> depends only on dω (at least if the finite lattice A is
convex). Moreover, since dω is a field with support in d-dimensional cells, it follows
that (dω)* has support on a set of points {xj"= i, in the dual lattice, as required in
(1.2).

The functions Θ(Γ) used in the mixed correlation functions (1.2) are hypergauge
invariant but in general ω-dependent and in this case they are denoted more
precisely by &{ω, Γ). In our models we take

a) Θ(ω,Γxy) = φ x Π eίπωbφy,
beΓxy

b) Θ(C)= Π eiAb, (9{Γxy) = φ x Π eUhφf,
beC beΓxy

c) &(C) = χ(ngb), &(Γxy) = φx ft UH(gb)φy, (2.6)
\beC ) beΓxy

where Γxy is a line from x to y, C a loop and χ a faithful character of SU(N)/ZN.
The soliton field operators sq(x) reconstructed from the correlation functions

(1.2) are local and we call the corresponding superselection sectors local solίton
sectors.

We collect our results in

Theorem 2.1. The models
- a) for βH large, β^λ1'2 small, βH>\\n(βH/λ)\,
- b) c) for βG large, βGlβψ, βH/λ small, βG>{\lnψG/βH)\9 \ln(βH/λ)\}
posses solίton sectors J^q labelled by the non-trivial elements q of the group 2£
( = a)Z2,b)Z,c)ZN).

Theorem 2.2. The soliton field operator sx(x) couples the vacuum to a stable one-
particle state, in particular the decay (1.8) holds with

a) m = 2βH + Θ{βH/λιi2), μ = Θ(\lnβH/λ\),

b)

m = 2π2βG + Θ (-^], μ = min[Φ(|lnβG/βH\), Θ(\\n/PI)],

c)

2π
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2.2. Models with Stringlike Solίtons

If we perturb the models described in the previous section by adding a new term in
the action, βBSBΛ, which is not invariant under the ^-valued hypergauge
transformations, a different class of soliton sectors occurs, if the theory with βBφ0
is still in the same phase in which the βB = 0 theory possesses local soliton sectors.

In d = 3 such a situation occurs if we add to a gauge theory with matter fields in
the superconducting phase, with 2£ unbroken, an interaction between the gauge
field and a matter field which transform non-trivially under 2£.

As an example we consider the non-compact abelian Higgs model coupled to a
fermion of fractional charge.

The fermion is coupled to the gauge field by a term in the action given by

βBSBlΛ(ψ,Ψ,A)=?f Σ Ψx(l+y<xy>)e*A<Xy>Ψy, (2.7)

where 1 <NeZ + , and we add a fermion mass term

SIΛ(Ψ,V>) = Σ ΨXΨX
xeΛ

This model is of some interest in physics since it can be used to make an
approximate description of the interaction, in a superconductor, between photons,
electrons and the superconductor condensate, described by the Higgs field φ.

Since the condensate has twice the charge of the electron, in this situation
N = 2.

In a finite lattice A, the disorder field is still defined by

D(ω) = e~ ( S o ^ ( ω ) " SOΛ)

However, since SBΛ not hypergauge invariant (D(ω)}Λ now depends on the
full hypergauge field ω.

As discussed in I, one must choose the support of ω in a suitable way in order to
ensure O.S. positivity of the correlation functions, which is a necessary condition
to obtain positivity of the space of states J f in the reconstruction theorem.

Suppose supp(dω)* = {xl5 ..., xn, yu ..., ys} with x° ^ y°} and assume free bound-
ary conditions in the time direction. Then we take as support of ω*, in a finite
lattice, a set of strings y~t starting from x{ and directed downward in the time
direction, and a set of strings y^ starting from y} directed upward in the time
direction. The corresponding disorder field is denoted by D{y~u qu ...,y~r9 qr, yy

+i,

With this choice ω would have infinitely extended support in the thermody-
namic limit and all expectation values involving the disorder field would vanish
identically. Hence the correlation functions Snm for such models are defined as
thermodynamic limits of finite lattice correlations suitably normalized.

More precisely let Θ(Γ) denote either a Wilson loop or the scalar string variable
defined in (2.13) or the fermion string variable

=wx Π yJA"ψy (2-8)
beΓxv
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Moreover let yx denote a straight line in the time direction connecting the top to
the bottom of the lattice and intersecting x, and denote by D(γxl, ql9..., yxn qr) the
disorder field corresponding to a field ω given by

= 0 otherwise.

We then define, for n = r + S:

- lim

/ / r \\~1/2

x {D(yxl,q1,...,yxnqr)GdΛ[ Σ Qij)
\ \i=l JlΛ

x \D{yyl9qr+u...,yyvqr+s)GdA[j^qiJ) (2.9)

n

for Σ Qί — 0? a n d the correlation functions of non-vanishing total charge are
ΐ = l

defined by sending a charge to infinity.
In (2.9) GdΛ(q) is a b.c. given by choosing a path y (as before) in (δΛ)* and setting

setting yl<JC))> = 0 in the links in the spatial boundary of dΛφy*.
If cluster properties hold and correlation functions with non-vanishing total

charge are zero, then soliton sectors can be constructed by means of Theorem 1.1
(see I). They are called stringlike soliton sectors and the reconstructed soliton field
operators sq(yx) can be considered as a lattice version of the charged fields localized
in cones studies in [7].

Our results for this model can be summarized in

Theorem 2.3. The model defined above for βL large, βG/βH, βH/λ, βB small and

βG>mm{\\n(βG/βH)\, \\n(βH/λ)\, \lnβB\)} EEKB

possesses stringlike soliton sectors J^q labelled by the non-trivial elements q of ZN.

Theorem 2.4. The soliton field operator s^yj couples the vacuum to a stable one-
particle state; in particular the two-point function

s2(yϊ,-i,yχ,+i)

with x = (t,x) has the following decay law:

ΣisJyoJΩ^sJyJΩ)) - e~mt(l +e~μt), (2.10)
X f T ° °

/ ^ \

Λi/2 / - - ^ " ^ β ) , μ = Θ(KB). (2.11)
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3. The Combined Low and High Temperature Expansion

3.ί. The General Structure

In this section we outline the general structure of a Combined Low and High
Temperature (C.L.H.T.) expansion for mixed order-disorder correlation functions
and prove the main convergence theorem. In Sect. 3.2 we show how such
expansion applies to the concrete models discussed in Sect. 2.1.

Let θ denote the set of fields which represent orbits of the action of the
hypergauge transformation on the basic fields and let σ denote the if-valued field
parametrizing the orbit, defined in Sect. 2.

As a first step we express the expectation value of disorder field and hypergauge
invariant observables,

in terms of the fields θ and σ.

By hypergauge invariance, σ can appear only in the combination

dσ + ω = v9 (3.1)

and we obtain

D{ω)Y\Θ{ω;Γe)) =
X

v:dv = O

Σ zΓ

Λ(v)
v:dv = dω

Σ ZΛ(V)
v:dv = 0

where dθΛ denotes the measure induced on the orbit fields by the measure on the
original basic fields of the theory and Γ = {Γe}.

We now apply a low temperature expansion to treat the field v and a high
temperature expansion to treat the orbit fields both in the numerator and
denominator of (3.2) (see Sect. 3.2 and the Appendix of I for more details).

Let us assume that as result the denominator of (3.2), i.e. the partition function
ZΛ, is expressed as the partition function of a polymer gas with polymers of two
different types: v- and X-polymers.

A i -polymer originates in the low-temperature expansion for the field v, and it
has support on a set of cells whose dual is connected and closed.

An X-polymer originates in the high-temperature expansion for the orbit fields
and it has support on a connected set of cells.

Then

ZJυ:dv = 0) = Σ Z( , 1 . . . , m ,X 1 , . . . ,Z n ) ,

where {v1...vm} = v denote a set of z -polymers having the dual of their supports
disjoint and {Xί...Xn} a set of X-polymers with disjoint supports.
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Besides ordinary υ- and X-polymers, the polymer representation of
ZΓ

A(υ \ dv = dω) contains a ι;ω-polymer and a ZΓ-polymer such that every connected
component of suppi;ω (respectively suppZΓ) has nonvanishing intersection with
supp(dω) (respectively Γ) and dvω = dω.
We have

ZΓ

Λ(v :dv = dω)= Σ Z(v, .. .t>M, ιΛ A\. . . * „ , XΓ),
{Xι...Xn,X

Γ}

where v = {vί...vm9v
ω}9 and the same disjointness condition on the supports as

before holds.
We now combine together v-, X-, vω-, XΓ-polymers into "connected" clusters C

and CωΓ (see e.g. [12]).
A configuration {vί9 ...9vm9Xί9 ...,Xn} is said to form a cluster on

Cm n

C = supp U vt U

ί m " 1
iff supp < U (t;f)* U X > is connected.

U = l 7 = 1 J

A configuration {i;1? ...,vm9υ
ω

9Xί9 ...,Xn,X
Γ) is said to form a cluster on

cωr=supp j u ^ y ^ u ^ u χΓ ] (3 3ii)

iff every connected component of

has non-vanishing intersection with supp{(dω)uΓ}.
The activity of a cluster is defined by

Z(C)= Σ Z(v1...vm,Xι...Xn), (3.4)
{v!,..., Vm, X l Xn] clusters on C

Z(C°>Γ) = Σ Z(v1...vm,vω,X1...Xn,X
Γ). (3.5)

{ϋi,...,ι;w,ι;ω,Xi,...,Xn,XΓ} clusters on CωΓ

Then one can rewrite

X ΠZ(C r)Z(Cω Γ)
β 2) = {cr>CωΓ} r

ΣΠZ(Q
{Cr} r

where {Cr, C
ωΓ} denotes a set of clusters with disjoint supports.

Finally, using standard methods, the finite volume mixed correlation functions
can be expressed in terms of the cluster expansion

(D(ω)U&(ω;Γe))
\ e I A

= i- log Γί Σ π Z(CΆ +«J Σ Π z(cr)Z(cωΓ)\l_o

= Σ ^ ^ . Γ ) Π Z(C)Z(CωΓ), (3.6)
{C,Cωr} |C|! CeC
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where {C, CωΓ} denotes a collection of clusters in which a cluster C can occur an
arbitrary number of times and the cluster CωΓ occurs once; φΓ(C, CωΓ) is a
combinatorial factor which vanishes unless the set of clusters {C, CωΓ} is connected
and |C|! is the number of identical permutations in {C}.

More precisely the combinatorial factor φτ is defined as follows. Let Σ denote

the sum over all connected graphs, ^, having as vertices the elements of {C, CωΓ},
let <C, C"> denote a link in ^ connecting the clusters C and C.

Define

CnC = φ,

then

φΓ(C, C )= Σ 11 \e !)•

To state the convergence theorem let us introduce some notations.
In the following K will denote a generic constant and Kc a large constant (both

can have different values in different formulas) both independent on the coupling
parameters.

γ = suppi;, Xnv = suppXnsuppt?,

v(X) = v restricted to Xnv.

If F is a field of rank/c we set

\F\p=Σ\F(ck)\p

9 p^O.

Moreover given a field F of rank k and / a function on sets of cells Y, we define

\\f(Y)\\κ= sup Σ \f(Y)\eκm.
xeΛ Y is connected to x

The convergence theorem can then stated as follows:

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that there exist finite constants
V V V If
*^v> Λ l ? ^ 2 ? ^ e

with

\Z(V={V V V ]' X={X X XΓ])\ < Π K e~
κv\v\pe-Kγ\X\Xnv\eK2\v{X)\p

(3.7)
with p^O, and p^l if & is non-compact.

Then:
1) the expansion (3.6) converges with a bound

(3.8)
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for some k> 1,
2) the thermodynamic limit exists,
3) clustering holds for all correlation functions,
4) all the limits (1.3) vanish.

From Theorem 1.1 it follows that the models to which the C.L.H.T. expansion
applies posses soliton sectors labelled by the non-trivial elements of if, in the
parameter region where the bound (3.7) hold.

The cluster expansion outlined above is somehow similar to the "mean field
expansion" in the lattice approximation [8]. The main difference is that we use a
true high temperature expansion for the orbit fields instead of an expansion
around the gaussian as in [8]. Although the C.L.H.T. expansion does not easily
generalize to the continuum, it has the advantage, for lattice field theories, of nicer
decoupling properties between the clusters which strongly simplify the particle
analysis (see Sect. 4).

A similar expansion for the non-compact abelian Higgs model has been
discussed in [9] and for gauge theories with discrete finite center has been sketched
in [10].

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first prove that, if the bound (3.7) holds with Kυ, Kιx

sufficiently large, then there exist KC<^K1 such that

\Z(Cω)\ SK Π Kee-iKί-κ°»ctoΓ*|Z(CJI e<Kί + κ> + κ*^Ά^, (3.9ϋ)
e

where u£ in is a configuration of vω with the highest value of \Z(vω)\ g<*i + «2 + *c) \yω\ [n

the family of the clusters on Cω Γ, and ymm = suPPvmin
We first sum in (3.4) over i^\{0} in all the cells in the support of the

configurations of v in C.
For Kv sufficiently large

zeiF\{0}

so that using |y |^ |Xnι; | one obtains

y r-r e~(Kv-Kί-K2)\yi\ . yt e~Kι\XJ\

{γ1...γm,Xi...Xn} ΐ = l 7 = 1
{v\...vrn,X\...Xn} clusters on C

(3.10)

We now observe that \J \yt\ (j \Xj\^\C\ since Xj can overlap γt.

Hence we can extract an overall exponential factor proportional to \C\. We
then substitute

{yhXj}: {v^Xj) clusters on C

with

{γ, X}: each X, each y is connected to C,
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where {γ, X} denotes families of y, X in which y, Xcan occur an arbitrary number of
times, and divide by the number of identical permutations, |γ|! |X|!.

Hence for some KC^K1 still large,

_TΊ e~Kc\X\ r-r e-Kc\γ\
1.,I 1 i v i 1 1 1 1 1

ly%: lγ|! |X|! x
_ each γ, each X is connected in C

It is a standard result [8] that, for Kc sufficiently large

1 _ | v |

each y is connected to C

and a similar bound holds for the X-polymers.
From these bounds and Eq. (3.11), Eq. (3.9i) follows. Analogously

\7(ΓωΓ)\< Π K - V \y(vω\\ (Kί+K2 + Kc)\γ^\ -(Kί-K^lC^1^]

We observe that

. (3.11)

where K may now depend on the charges of dω, and for \yω\ > \y^in\,

Therefore,

» ω C C ω Γ

and we obtain (3.9ii).
Using Eq. (3.9) the convergence of the expansion (3.6) and the estimate (3.8) are

straightforward modifications of the Appendix in [8] and are omitted.

Remark 3.2. It follows from the proof, that one can easily weaken some of the
assumptions of Theorem 3.1.

We can admit several type of v- and X-polymers and we can also consider on
the support of polymers more general constrains than connectedness constraints
in Eq. (3.3), provided the following condition is satisfied.

Let us denote by "connectedness" this weaker constraint and by P a generic
polymer, occurring in the expansion, then for any polymer F, for Kc sufficiently
large, there must exist a constant K such that

P : P "connected" to P'

As an example in d = 3 let the support of the polymer be given by closed curves,
then we can consider "connected" = "linked".

3.2. The Models (proof of Theorem 2.1)

In this section we identify the v- and X-polymers in the models described in
Sect. 2.1 and prove the bound (3.7) on their activity (vω-, XΓ-polymers can be
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treated in a similar way), hence establishing the existence of soliton sectors, thanks
to Theorems 1.1, 3.1.

As one can see from the explicit discussion, such a procedure can be easily
generalized to a large variety of models (satisfying condition A of I).

a) φ%
The proof of Theorem la is sketched in Appendix 1 of I and the missing details

are easily filled following the method used here for the model b).
In particular we obtain

K^Θ(\]nβH/λ\)9 K2=-Θ(\\nβH/λV2\), Kv = 2βH. (3.12)

b) Non-compact (U(l) Higgs)3.
To rewrite the partition function of the model in terms of defects some care is

needed for the gauge fixing term. Proceeding as in [8] we finally obtain

= Σ ί Π drx Π d θ < x y > \ \ Σ
v:dv = O xeΛ (xy}eΛ { [_ peΛ

-L r H V (r Jθ<*y>r V -±- 2 Y (r2 1
"+" ~^~ L Vx~e ry) "Γ"Λ 2, Vx — l , ,

^ (xy)eΛ xeΛ J J <xy>eδyi

where rx = \φx\eR + , θ<xyyeU(l) = ( — π,π) and the unessential term logrx was
omitted.

Define the unnormalized measures
C 0 8 W (3-13)

The corresponding normalized measures are denoted by dv(rx), dv(θ<xy>) and

are strongly peaked around r= 1, θ = 0 for λ, βH large.

Define the functions

R<xy> = exp \ - % [(rx - e i β<^>r)2 - (1 - eίθ<->)2] i - 1 ,

1. (3.14)

These functions are small with high probability, with respect to the measures dv(rx),
dv{θ<xy>), in large regions and can be treated with high temperature techniques.
Defining

Z0(Λ)= Π ίdv(Qx) Π idv(θ<xy>),
xeΛ (xy}eΛ

one can rewrite

• π
<xy>eΛ

Zλ = Z0(A)

dv(θ<xy}) Π I
peΛ

Σ Π^^ < 2 π :

y:df = 0 peΛ

(Kp+i) Π («<.
<jcy>eκ

ce
I dvίrj

π
<xy}edΛ

An X-polymer has support on a set of links, X1, and plaquettes, X2, such that
XιuX2 is connected and we define its activity by

Z(X)= \ γ\ άv{rx) Π dv(θ<xyy) Π W<Xy>)
xeX <xy}eX (xy}eXnδΛ

• Π *<*» Π RP (3-15)
(xyyeX1 peX2
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A i -polymer has support on a set of plaquettes whose dual is closed and we define
its activity by

) = e~2π2βG]υh.

With such definitions one can easily show that the representation (3.4) holds with

Z(Xγ...Xn,υγ...vm) = Π Z(XJ fl Z(vj)

The bound (3.7) can be obtained as follows.
We substitute dv(rx) in Z(Xt) with a gaussian measure with mean 1 and

covariance 1/4A, using the inequality

(r2

x-l)2^2(rx-l)2.

Similarly we substitute dv(θ<xyy) with a gaussian measure with mean 0 and
covariance 4/βH using the inequality

βH(l - cos θ<xy}) ^ i j8H0<*y>, θ<xy} e ( - π, π).

We denote by dμG(rx)(dμG(rx)) the unnormalized (normalized) gaussian
measure for rx.

The ratio \dv(rx)/\dμG{rx) is evaluated by means of a Jensen inequality:

< ^ - A<(rέ - 1 ) 2 - 2 ( r x - 1 ) 2 > G _ ^ - ί?(λ) =

for λ large.
Similar estimates hold for θ.
Then by Holder's inequalities and gaussian estimates one easily obtains:

(^J ^ j 2. (3.16)

Hence one can identify:

K, =min[(P(|lni8flA|), (P(|lni8G/i8H|)],

K2 = Θ(β2

G/βH), Kv = 2π2βG. (3.17)

Remark 3.3. If i pf) has charge ± 1 onX2nv, one obtains a stronger bound where
K2 can be substituted by

K2=-Θ(\\nβG/βjJ2\). (3.18)

c) (Sl/(Λ0 Higgs)3.
For simplicity we discuss the limiting λ = oo model. To analyze the model we

first go in the unitary gauge, i.e. we make the substitution

(Φx>

for some fixed φoeVH.
Then one can write the partition function in terms of defects as:

Z Λ = Σ ί Π dh<xy> Π eβHUL«φ0 UH{h<
v:dv = O (xy)eΛ (xy}eΛ

YΊ eβGl*eχ(hdp)χ(vp)-l]

peΛ
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where h<xy> is a gauge field taking values in SU(N)/ZNCSU(N) and dh<xy> is the
Haar measure on SU(N)/ZN.

We define

and

The polymer X is a connected set of plaquettes and its activity is defined by

Z(X)=$ Π dv(h<xy>) Π Λ p . (3.19)
(xy>eX peX

By Holder's inequality

\Z(X)\S ΠΓί Π dv(h<xjRf'f2\
peXl<xy>edp J

where

r = # {plaquettes sharing a link}.

We now split the integration of h<xyy in a neighbourhood Jί of the identity of
SU(N)/ZN and its complement yT. Let q = N2-l and let {rfl}^ = 1 denote the
generators of the Lie algebra of SU(N).

If Jί is sufficiently small, the exponential map

exp:Rd-*SU(N)

exists. For our purposes we define

)

which is well defined for βG large enough.
The following inequalities occur for βG sufficiently large:

2

HΦo), (3.20Ϊ)

), (3.20U)

where

^ = Σ τ ^ β ,

and {τ^} are the generators of the Lie algebra of the representation UH of
SU(N)/ZN on VH.

The terms in Jί are evaluated by:
1. substituting the measure
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with the (unnormalized) gaussian measure dμG(Λ) with mean zero and covariance
\ using the fact that

dv(/z)|J^] = Π (1 + Θ(ΎΐA2))dv(A)\Qxp-λ Jί,
1

2. expanding the exponential in Rp in terms of cos ,4, sin ,4, then
3. expanding cos ,4 and sin ,4 in terms of A and performing gaussian estimates.
The terms in Jίc are estimated using (3.20ii).
The main bounds are

ί dv(A)

\dμG(A)

Π dμG(A)(\+Θ(ΊxA2))\Rp{eΛ,v)\2

(xy}edp

-Jβ"
J dv(h)\RP\2rύ *~

N c

Hence for βG/βπ2< 1 all contributions coming from JVC are negligible. Therefore

\v(X)\a

Hence we can identity

Z(X1...Zπ,t;1...t;J= Π Π

and

K, = Φ(\lnβG/βH\), K2 = - Θ(\lnβG/βU2\), Kv = Θ{βG). (3.22)

4. Particle Structure Analysis for Local Solitons

Proof of Theorem 2.2. In this section we consider the two point function of the
soliton field operator sx(x\ i.e. S2(x, — 1, j>, 1). We study its long distance behaviour
by means of the excitation expansion proposed in [3] to analyze the particle
structure of lattice field theories.
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Equation (3.6) expresses the two point function in terms of the convergent
cluster expansion:

<Sl(x)Ω,Sl(3>)Ω>= Σ fj~^-ΆCxy) Π Z(Q, (4.1)
{C,Cxy} IM CeC

where we set Cω = Cxy.
A cell in {C, Cxy) is called regular if:
1. it is orthogonal to the time axis;
2. it occurs only in Cxy;
3. there are no other cells having the same projection on the time axis;
4. it is not connected to other cells.
The connected complements of the regular cells in {C,Cxy} are called

excitations and denoted by ε. Denote by π the projection on the time axis, by l(ε) the
cardinality of ε, and set

|ε|Ξ/(ε)-π(ε).

Two excitations εl5 ε2 are called compatible if

= 0 (4.2)

and an excitation ε is said to be allowed in [x°, y°] if there exists a configuration
{C, Cxy}, with x, y having time coordinates x°, y°, such that ε is an excitation of
such a configuration.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the configurations {C, Cxy],
occurring in the cluster expansion for £ (s^Ω, s^xjΩ) with x = (t, x), and the sets

X

{fii. .ε,,} of excitations compatible, allowed in [0, t] (see [3]).
Since the configuration with no excitations is the dual of a straight line, all the

cells which contribute to it are disjoint. Denote by Z ω the contribution of one such
cell and define C(ε) = Cr\ε, COx(ε) = COxnε. One easily realizes that, for {εί...εn] as
above, the following factorization occurs:

φ Γ (C, COx) = Π (Priced, CO x(C i)) (4.3)
i = 1

Defining the activity of an excitation by:

ζ(ε)= Π Z(C(ε))Z(COx(ε)) (S!ή^oM)\ Z - N l ) , ( 4 > 4 )

C(ε)6C(ε) V I M £ ) I ! /

one has the representation

Σ ί

ω Σ Π C(ed = etPl0^9 (4.5)
X {£!...£„} 1=1

where P(0, t) is the pressure of the gas of excitations constrained in the interval
[0,ί], obtained by formal exponentation and given by

+ΣΠC(ε)η7[Γ. (4.6)
|£|
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that for v taking value 1 on XΓΛV bounds (3.7) hold even ίfK2 is
replaced by a K2< 0.

Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 3J and for \K2\ large enough, the
activity of the excitation is bounded by

X l " | K 2 l " ^ ) | ε | (4.7)

and the expansion (4.6) converges.

Proof From estimate (4.7) convergence of the expansion (4.6) is a standard fact for
Kx large enough. To obtain (4.7) we bound separately each term in (4.4). Let c a cell
contributing to a configuration with no excitations and set Z ω = Zω(c). Then Zω(c)
has two contributions: one corresponds to the configurations in which c is only in
the support of vω and one to the configurations in which c is also the support of
a JΓ-polymer, i.e.

From the assumptions of the theorem it follows:

Zω(c) = Z(υω(c))(ί+0(e*>))9

and for \K2\ large enough there exists a constant K such that

By a standard polymer estimate [3]

φτ(C(ε),COx(ε))

and from Eq. (3.9),

( ε ) ) | ^ | Z ( C n ( ε ) ^

Since v = 1 at least on the cells corresponding to π(ε),

\Z(vω ( ε ) ) |Z~ ! π ( ε ) l <e~^ ( K υ ) C | y m i n ( ε ) l " l π ( ε ) l 3 X | π ( ε ) l ,

so that

l^min( ε ) ) l e ( K ι +Kl + Kc) | y f 8 i n ( e ) l Z ~ | π ( ε ) l < e{Kl +K2 + Kc)|π(ε)l. (4.9)

From the definition of l(ε) we also have

j-r e-(Ki - Kc)\C(e)\ e~(Kι- Ke) \COx(ε)\ ==e~(K1- Kc)[\ε\ +|π(ε)|] ^ (4.10)

C(ε)eC(ε)

Using |π(ε)|^|e|, Eqs. (4.4) and (4.8-10) yield

\ζ(ε\\^e-(Ky-Kc)[\π(ε)\ + \ε\]e(Ki+K2 + Kc)\π(ε)\

= e(K2 + Kc)\π(ε)\ e~(Kι-Kc)\ε\

<e-(Kί-Kc-\K2\)\ε\ ^

From Eqs. (4.6), (4.7) the proof of Theorem 2.2 easily follows using the techniques
of [3] and the estimates of Sect. 3.2.
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5. Surface Tension and Mass of the Local Soliton

In this section we define the surface tension for the models discussed in Sect. 2.1.
It is a standard generalization of the surface tension of the (Ising)2 model to

scalar and fermion theories in d = 2 and gauge theories in d = 3. Let A — T x Ld~1

denote the d-dimensional lattice centered at the origin, with sides of length T + 1 in
the time direction, and L + l in the space directions. Consider dΛ as a d — 1
dimensional lattice and let Γ be a curve in the dual lattice (dΛ)* joining

x _ = l — , 0 j to

The dual of Γ in dΛ is a set of d — 2 dimensional cells, hence sites in d = 2 and
links in d = 3; the dual of dΓ in dΛ are two d—\ dimensional cells in dΛ.

The ^-valued field σ, introduced in Sect. 2.2, has support on sites in d = 2 and
on links in d = 3, hence we can define the ^-boundary conditions, qe$f, setting
σ = 0 on dΛ\Γ*, σ = q on Γ*.

The partition function with q-b.c. in the lattice τl = T x L d ~ 1 is denoted by
Z^χ Ld-1. Using the hypergauge invariance of the action one can see that Z^q) does
not depend on the choice of Γ.

The surface tension τq is defined by

τq= lim lim - —In Γ x L d - 1 . (5.1)
Tfoo Lfoo I ^Ύχj^d-\

The ^-b.c. introduce an open line defect in the representation of Ziq) in terms of
defects. In fact in the interior of Λ, υ = dσ, i.e. dv = 0 and in the boundary

υ(dΛ)(y)= \-q y = x_
0 otherwise

where the dual is taken considering υ(dΛ) as a field of the lattice dΛ.
Therefore there must exist a connected component of the defect configurations

with total charge g joining x _ to x +. In general it will be given by q lines of charge 1.
For q = 1 the surface tension is the specific free energy of such a defect.

The configurations of defects appearing in Z{q) are therefore quite similar to
those appearing in the numerator of the representation (1.7) or (3.2) for the two
point disorder correlation (s^Ω, s^Ω}. This similarity can be made more
precise as follows.

Lemma 5.1. Let ( ) T x L _ denote the vacuum functional with 0-b.c. in the lattice

(τ \ ( T \
Λ = TxLd~ι andx+= ί —, 0 j , x ~ = ί - -,0\. Then

Ύ(q)

(D(χ-,-q,x\q)}TxLd-.= τ^d~\ ( 5. 2)
^T xL d " !

Proof. To prove this equality, let ω be the hypergauge field with support in the
dual of a single line of charge g joining x + to x ~, so that D(ω) = D(x ~, — q, x +, q), and
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let S denote a surface in the dual lattice satisfying (A = symmetric difference):

<9S=Tzlsuppω*,

then apply the transformation σ-^σ + q to all the cells dual to S in the modified
partition function ZΛ(ω) defined in (1.1).

This transformation affects only (dS)* and precisely reads Z(ω)^>Z{q\ i.e.
annihilates the ω-field and insert ^-boundary conditions.

/ r v - + w Z T x L d - i ( ω )
( D ( x , - q , x + q ) > =

The mass of the soliton sx(x) is defined by

m(Sι)= lim - l < Z ) ( χ - , - l , x + ,l)>
T|oo i

= l i m - i lim ln<D(χ-, -i,x+, l )> Γ . x L d . , . (5.3)
Γjoo i L,Γ'Too

Theorem 5.2. For the models with local soliton sectors to which the C.L.T.H. cluster
expansion applies, in the parameter region where the excitation expansion converges,
the soliton mass equals the surface tension τ l 5 i.e.

m(s1) = τ1. (5.4)

Remark 5.3. Since the mass m(5x) is analytic in the coupling parameters, equality
(5.4) extends to the whole domain of analyticity.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. From (5.1) and (5.3) with ω as above one obtains

iΦiί-τ,- lim - l l i m l n ^ y ^ ^ - . (5.5)

Now we apply the excitation expansion to the numerator and denominator.
However, since the end points of the fluctuating line are fixed, this introduce

some constraints in the excitations. More precisely, let /Γ(ε) be a vector going from
the point where the excitation ε attaches to regular cells in the negative time
direction, to the point where the excitation ε attaches to regular cells in the positive
time direction.

Then all the sets of excitations {ει...εn} appearing in the excitation expansion
for (5.5) must obey the constraint (see [3]):

Σ %) = δ.
ι = l

Therefore, defining ζ^(ε) = ζ(ε)eιk'hiε} we have:

1 "
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We denote by ε a collection of excitations in which an excitation can occur an

arbitrary number of times, and we define the unnormalized measure

Σ
L

We denote by dμ(£,ε) the corresponding normalized measure, and by
exponentiation we obtain

/TxLd-ι

I εtf Γ x L * - 1 I

The clusters of excitations contributing to the exponential must touch x +

and/or x~ and the plane t= T and/or t= —T.
Therefore the exponential is easily bounded uniformly in L by

V ψτ^ π r (
L -7TΓ 11 ^

so that

J - τ ^ In - l
L, Γtoo i

6. Particle Structure Analysis of Stringlike Soliton Sectors

The construction of the stringlike soliton sectors and the analysis of their particle
structure are based essentially on the same methods used in the discussion of the
local soliton sectors.

The proof of the existence of the correlation functions Snm defined in (2.19), is
slightly more difficult since explicit cancellations between numerator and denomi-
nator are needed in order to show the existence of the thermodynamic limit.

To exhibit the desired cancellations in the correlation functions

d Λ ) Λ

ys, qr+s)GdΛyj2

of the model taken as example in Sect. 2.2, we proceed as follows:
1. we integrate out the fermion fields,
2. we apply to the expression obtained for the numerator and the denominator

a kind of C.L.H.T. cluster expansion,
3. we (partially) exponentiate the C.L.H.T. cluster expansion by means of an

excitation expansion.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. For simplicity we consider expectation values involving a
single order variable

Π
beΓx
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By integrating out the fermion fields in the numerator of (6.1) we obtain (see e.g.

[10]):

- V / D h ~ a v+ a ) Π vLrR\Lr\p^iA'Lr\LΓRlLΓ\pfiiA'LΓ)G \°
— L V ^ U x l J ^ l J -•ilysiHr + s) 11 / PB e 7 Pβ e ^dΛl

[_{Lί,...,Lι,LΓ}\ r = l / Λ_j

x t _
'_{Li,. . .,L,}\r=Ί

where: Lr denotes a set of linked loops, Jl a line with boundary {x,y} and
{L1? ...,Lj,LΓ} a set of L's whose supports are disjoint.

Moreover given a line L we set:

(Λ,L)= £ ^ , yL = Tr Π -ΊΓ^
beL beL ^

Finally < >° denotes the expectation value with respect to the vacuum

functional of the non-compact U(\) Higgs model (βB = 0) in the lattice A.

Similar formulas hold also for the terms in the denominator. Next we rewrite
< >° in terms of the orbit fields and the i -field of the Higgs model.

We now apply to (6.2) the C.L.H.T. of Sect. 3.1.
In the expansion for the denominator of (6.2) three types of polymers appear: v-

and X-polymers, as in Sect. 3.1, and L-polymers, i.e. the sets of linked loops
originated by the integration of the fermion fields (these are still of X-type in the
terminology of Remark 3.2).

In the expansion for the numerator two other types of polymers appear: the
ι;ω-polymer, as in Sect. 3.1, and the LΓ polymer, i.e. the line with boundary {x,y},
originated by the integration of the fermion fields on (9(Γxy). A configuration
{vu...9vm}, {Xί9...9Xn}9 {Ll9 ...,Lj} is said to form a cluster on

if

is connected for every choice of the surface {Sr: dSr = Lr}, i.e. Lr is either connected
so some Xj or linked to some (i;,-)*.

A configuration {υί9...9vm,vω} {X1,...,Xn}, {Ll5 ...,LblI} is said to form a
cluster on

C = supp U vt U Xj U
\ ί = l J = l r=\

if every connected component of

supp (\J vf U Xj U S r u ( ϋ ω - ω ) * u S r

\i j r

has non-vanishing intersection with supp(dω)*u/^, for every choice of the surfaces
Sr and SΓ:dSΓ = LΓAΓxr
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With the same notations of Sect. 3.2b, the activity of a cluster CωΓ is given by

{v1,...,vm,v"}{Xu...,Xn}{Ll,...,L
r}

clusters on CωΓ

(6.3)

with

Z(vι,...,vm,vω,Xu...,Xn,L1,...,L,,LΓ)

= fί Z(Vi)Z(vJ J Π dv(θ<xyy) Π dv(rx)
1=1 <^>eC ω Γ xeCωΓ

Π Ώ ΓT Ώ FT ^Lr P\Lr\ ~N '

KP 11 κ<χy> I n PB e

peX <xy}eX r = l
— (Sr,v-ω) τrn\rr\ T7(0>

and a similar definition for Z(C). Assuming the conditions for the coupling
constants stated in Theorem 2.3, one can prove, that the C.L.H.T. expansion

ω (C CωΓ)
(6.2)= Σ ^ ^ Ί ^ Π — - Π Z(C)Z{CωΓ) (6.5)

{C,Cωr} |C | ! CeC

converges, using the techniques of Sect. 3.
In particular, with the notation of Sect. 2.2 one can prove the bounds,

|Z(C)| ^ e ~ ( K B - K c ) | c | , \Z(CωΓ)\ ^e-
{KB~κ<)|cωrI e~{K»~KB"K2)I"*1-'. (6.6)

Step 2 is then accomplished by applying the same expansion also to the term in
the denominator of (6.1).

To exponentiate the cluster expansions (Step 3) we define the string excitations.
A string excitation εs relative to ωΓ is given by a set of cells in a configuration
{C, CωΓ) having maximally connected projection on the time axis and satisfying

π(εs) C π(ω), π(εs) n (π(dω) u π(Γ)) = 0.

Let {ε̂ } be the set of string excitations in {C, Cω Γ}; we define (see Fig. 1):

C(εs) = C n ε s , CωΓ(εs) = CωΓnεs,

CωΓ = CωΓ\{CωΓ(ε*)}, C = C\{C(εf)}.

A string excitation εs is said to be allowed for {C, CωΓ} iff there exists a
configuration {C, CωΓ) such that εs is a string excitation of this configuration.

Compatibility of excitations is defined as in Sect. 4.
We now outline the idea used to obtain cancellations between numerator and

denominator of (6.1) which allows us to take the thermodynamic limit. Let us call
ω 1, ω 2 , ω 3 the hypergauge field respectively in the numerator and in the two-term
in the denominator of (6.1), so that

<D(ω3)GdΛ)
1/2 '
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ω

v

Γ

L

- Ί ί
_£—,,

x2

J.

Cω Γ

Fig. 1. A configuration CωΓ with: suppdω* = {xί9 x2}, x? < 0, x^ > 0 and Γ ^

In the cluster expansions (6.5) for the numerator we first sum over the string
excitations compatible, allowed for a fixed {t, CωiΓ} and then sum over all
possible {t, C ω i Γ }. In the denominator, since C = Φ = Cω2'\ we have only the sum
over the string excitations.

In this way both in the numerator and denominator the contributions of the
string excitations get exponentiated and the contributions due to the denominator
cancel all the contributions in the numerator coming from clusters of excitations
which do not touch the clusters {C, CωιΓ}. Hence everything is reduced to a cluster
expansion in terms of {£, CωiΓ] which can be treated as in Sect. 3.

To implement this idea we first notice the factorization property

φτ(C,CωΓ)
=

V

φτ(C,CωΓ)

|C(eff)|!
Defining the activity of a string excitation relative to ωΓ by

|C(ε s ) | !

and setting

one can rewrite

<oΓ( s\_

MM

(6-1)= I Σ
_{C,Cωir}

ΓωίΓ)
Π

CeC

Γexp Σ Z ω 2 ( ε s ) Ί " 1 / 2 Γexp J Z^

Π Z(C)Z(CωΓ(εs)),
CeC(εs)

Π C ω Γ (ε s ) ?

Σ
fallowed for {C,Cωir}

-1/2

We now separate the sum over the string excitations in three terms: excitations
εs with support completely contained in the positive time lattice, Λ + , in the
negative time lattice, Λ_, intersecting the time zero plane, Λo.
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Define

E2

+(C,CωiΓ) = {εs relative to ω2:εscΛ + , π(ε s )nπ(CuC ω i Γ )Φ0},

£ 3 _(t ,C ω i Γ ) = {εs relative to ω 3 : ε s c Λ _ , π ( ε s ) n π ( t u C ω i Γ ) Φ 0 } ,

El3 = {εs relative to ω 2 ' 3 : εsnΛ0 φ 0},

£'+, _(C, CωiΓ) = {εs allowed for {C, C ω i Γ } : ε s cΛ + ? _},

Ej(C, C ω i Γ ) = {εs allowed for {t, C ω i Γ } : ε s nΛ 0 Φ 0}.

(For shortness we omit the explicit reference to t , C ω i Γ , in the following.)
Using also the symmetry for reflection in the time zero plane we have:

\ Σ Z ω 2 (ε s )= X Z ω 2 (ε)= X Zω i Γ(ε s) + Σ Zω2(εs),
εsnΛo = 0 εsCΛ + εseEι+ εseE2+

and a similar equality holds for Z ω 3 .
We finally rewrite

[ ω ((2 CωuΓ) Ί

Σ ^k~, Π Z(C)Z(C^Γ) expΓ Σ
+ Σ , ^ ( £ 0 - ^ Σ Z ω 2 (ε s )- i Σ Zω3(

The theorem is now proved by using the same methods of Sect. 3 together with
the bounds:

Σ £ \Zω\
εseEo

εs e Eι+ > -

since only clusters of excitations εs such that π(εs) touches π(Λ0) or π(CuC ω i Γ )
contribute to (6.9).

Proof of Theorem 2.4. To prove (2.10), (2.11) we need to analyze in terms of
excitations the fluctuating line (i;ω)* joining 0 to x. Our previous expansion was
organized in such a way to evidentiate only string excitations, without analyzing
the fluctuations of (ϋω)*, hence it has to be slightly modified.

We start from the expansion (6.5):

= Σ ψτ[(rc^
x)z{c0x)γ\z(C),

{C,COx} | < - | ! CeC

where we set Cωi = COx.
If we omit from a configuration {C, COx} all regular cells (defined as in Sect. 4)

we are left with a set of cells with disjoint projection on the time axis: the
excitations. We divide the excitations into two classes: the string excitations, εs,
previously defined, with π(εs) C π(ωf)\π(dωf) and the complementary class of
particle excitations denoted by ε (see Fig. 2). The activity of a particle excitation is
denoted by ζ(ε) and it is defined as in (4.5); the definition of excitations allowed in
[0, ί] and the notion of compatibility between excitations are as in Sect. 4. There is
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ω
v

Fig. 2. A configuration Cω i with suppdωf = {0, x}

a one-to-one correspondence between the sets of excitations compatible, allowed
in [0, t] and the configurations occurring in the cluster expansion for

with x = (t,x). Using

<D(yo)GδΛ}Λ

] i m

Λiz3

1/2φ(ω2)GgΛ}Λ'

we obtain

^ (6.7)

where {εί5 cj} in the numerator denotes a set of excitation compatible allowed in
[0, ί], {εj } in the denominator denotes a set of excitations compatible relative to ω2

and

Zm = e~

Exponentiating we obtain:

(6.7)= lim Z^exp

- Σ
{ε*}cΛ

Cω'(β) Π Cω '(ε s)
fee'

- Π <
ε s eε s

(6.8)
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All the excitations εs satisfying π(εs)n[0, ί] = 0 appear both in the numerator

and denominator in (6.7) with ζωι(εs) = ζω2(εs), therefore all clusters of string

excitations εs having vanishing projection on [0, t] cancel in the exponential of Eq.

(6.8).

The proof of Theorem 2.4 is now an easy consequence of (6.7) and bounds (6.6).
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